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Defending Music:

Importance of music for well-
being – singing about CoViD-19 
situations.

Defending music (some choral 
activities have been banned, 
unnecessarily in schools). See:

In defense of Music  under CoViD:
https://www.musicmark.org.uk/res
ources/10-things-schools-should-
know-about-learning-music
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Orchestras, Ensembles & Choirs

Scientific research into singing and the 
playing of wind and brass instruments 
thus far does not suggest that these 
activities present a higher risk than 
speaking and breathing at the same 
volume…

[use]… larger rooms (preferably with as 
much space as possible), ensuring 
adequate ventilation for the numbers 
present, limiting those numbers where 
appropriate and strict social distancing.

Dr Jodie Underhill, 2020
https://www.teachwire.net/news/singing-a-different-tune-music-

education-in-a-post-covid-world
Accessed 12/11/20
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https://www.musicmark.org.uk/resources/10-things-schools-should-know-about-learning-music/
https://www.teachwire.net/news/singing-a-different-tune-music-education-in-a-post-covid-world
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Importance of Risk Assessment

Source: ISM https://www.ism.org/advice/writing-a-risk-assessment Accessed 12/11/20
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Orchestras, Ensembles & Choirs

Choirs:

Caution – Even distanced in 
rows, children will turn to each 
other. 

Can work to run mixed-mode
choir: prepare online for time 
when choir will meet.

Scope for cori spezzi!
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https://www.ism.org/advice/writing-a-risk-assessment
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Physically-distanced choir
Harder to hear other singers and so strengthen part.

Solution: combine with online learning. Share guide tracks. Encourage asynchronous breakout rooms. –
Implement online-’room’ booking system for students to prepare their parts pairing stronger singers with 
less-able ones.
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Ensembles, Tech. & Choirs
…not use activities 
which require 
students to buzz their 
lips or mouthpiece 
without blowing into 
the instrument 
___

15-min VIDEOS to 
introduce studio 
equipment, before 
campus visit in small 
numbers.
___
Personal Tutor per 
student
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General Principles

• All participants to remain 2m apart
• According to ISM, teachers with masks/visors should 

minimize time if standing 1m away.
• Peripatetic teachers will move between schools.
• When finding advice online, remember England 

/Northern Ireland /Scotland /Wales may have 
different rules in place.

• Rooms should be ventilated (with heating on).
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Cleaning Music Equipment

• Can explore equivalent alternatives to 
more expensive sanitizing products 
(e.g. Steinway Pianos’ 
recommendations.)

• Music stands
• Studio equipment (fixed) – e.g. mixing 

desks (use with mask, clean between 
users).

• Studio equipment (mobile) – e.g. 
microphones (one each) hard to clean, 
so 72-hour quarantine.

• Music parts (paper) – use folders, 
distribute unshared parts with gloves.

• Hand sanitizers in addition to proper 
hand washing, not a substitute.

• Avoid touching mouth.
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Keeing Your Musical Instrument Healthy

See:

https://bbico.com/keeping-you-and-your-
instrument-healthy

How to clean your piano: (virus lived longer 
on plastic than on wood.)

https://www.pianistmagazine.com/blogs/h
ow-to-disinfect-your-piano
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Advice

As vectors, ensure 
school children 
understand the 
reasons for safety 
measures.

Children to maintain 
safety conduct outside
school premises (e.g. 
in shops).

!
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https://bbico.com/keeping-you-and-your-instrument-healthy
https://www.pianistmagazine.com/blogs/how-to-disinfect-your-piano/
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